
E ASTTLE WRITING ASSESSMENT TEST

Purpose, e-asTTle allows teachers and school leaders to electronically set writing tests that are aligned to the
curriculum; to analyse results to assess student.

For example, when scoring the vocabulary element, the focus is on the range, precision and effectiveness of
words, rather than on the accuracy of spelling. Narrative harder than description or recountNarrative Topics
better suited to some age levels â€” 5 in slightly simpler language as most likely to be used by younger
students the recounts and 3 describes younger students Can use more than one prompt to cater for and engage
students, but probably wise to do so at different times 16 Home Creating a writing assessment â€” Can you
make your own prompt? The specific exemplars are examples of writing for the prompt being used. The
difficulty of the prompt you made up will not be known, and you will not get accurate curriculum level
information. Using the scoring rubricEach element of writing should be scored independently. The descriptors
within each category score are hierarchical and cumulative. You will find the Structure and Language notes
after the rubrics and before the annotated exemplars, inside the scoring rubrics document. Instead, you will
have to select a rubric score ranging from , or sometimes  This is not necessarily an accurate score. Paper
based testing is the recommended method for areas such as Geometry or Measurement where interaction with
graphics is required. Change the date to represent when the actual sample was taken rather than the date the
data was entered Put the attitude and seven element scores onto e-asTTle Click save after each student Reports
are ready! During the development of e-asTTle Writing, a. Students should be able to write at least one or two
simple ideas. Have a go at marking it and then we will discuss the difficult decisions We will then compare to
the annotated scores. Levels Report Curr. They are not overall score exemplars. The Writing manual is
available for download below. Is this a tool that can add to the improvement in teaching and assessment of
writing in your school? Remember to use the rubric, structure and language notes, generic exemplars and
specific exemplars to help with your decisions 36 Home How did we go this time? Ongoing moderation of
scoring decisions is necessary to ensure that scoring is consistent and accurate over time. Rubric scores and
curriculum levels are distinctly different things. Both Mathematics and reading have been updated and
recalibrated in the last two years. Students should be able to write at least one or two simple ideas. To read
more see. If technical words are not there, there is a limit to how far you can score in spelling. The previous
rubrics did go down to Level 1, but these could not be recorded in e-asTTle and Year student scores could not
be inputted into e-asTTle. Use of the reading passage booklet is a great hybrid option 10 11 Creating Tests
The following tests can be created: A Customised Test An Onscreen Adaptive Test A Writing Prompt And the
following actions can also occur: Copy an Existing Test Create a Similar test Add Numeracy Data 12
Customised Tests Customised Test This test is customised by the user and the process allows the person
creating the test to select from a range of curriculum strands, different processes or time and control features,
such as on-line versus paper. The prompts have been designed to stimulate continuous text on topics that are
accessible to students, which provides opportunities for individual interpretation. Get a feel for which category
it may fit. The programme marks them automatically Open questions are marked by question with student
responses clustered.


